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RRT6 / RRT12

FEATURES
- Enhanced grip pistol-type handle increases control and comfort.

- Reset on the handle AND on the unit housing — no more 
bending over, lifting the wheel or stepping on it to reset to zero. 
Additionally, the reset on the housing is reinforced to protect it 
when resetting the counter with your foot.

- Brake on pistol grip — stops counting instantly. Stop adding lengths 
accidentally by putting the brake on exactly when you need it.

- Collapsing hinge — snaps into extended lock with the fl ick of the 
wrist and it disconnects if you forget to press the unlock trigger.

- Center-line handle design with counter on top of wheel — center of 
gravity aligned for perfect balance. This makes measuring easier and 
more accurate. The raised counter makes reading it easier.

- Compact fold-down — easily reduces to 1/2 its size for storage 
and portability. Storage is a snap.

5-digit, easy-read, magnifi ed 
counter measures 9,999 feet, 
11 inches (9,999.9 ft. on the 
engineers’ models and 9,999.9 
meters on metric). 

- Flip-down kickstand (3 ft./1M size) — keeps the wheel upright 
when you need your hands free to perform other tasks and stays 
out of the way as you measure.

- Gear & shaft transmission for highest measurement accuracy and 
strength. No belts to stretch or fail.

- Handle lock — lock your handle in place when you’re not using the 
wheel. Our clamp protects the extension hinge from breaking.

Pistol grip handle 
and center line 
balance

Folds 
down to 
1/2 its size

 RRT6

 RRT12
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MODEL
UPC 

052837
UNITS DIA. CIRC. SPECIAL FEATURE

RRT6 027422 ft. & in. 6 in. 18 in. Handle trigger reset and brake

RRT610 027576 ft. & 10ths 6 in. 18 in.

RRT6M 027569 m, dm 15.2 cm 45.7 cm

RRT12 027415 ft. & in. 12 in. 3 ft. Handle trigger reset and brake

RRT1210 027460 ft. & 10ths 12 in. 3 ft.

RRT12M 027477 m, dm .318 m 1 m

2-year limited warranty.


